
Research aims

The protein translation reaction, one of the most impor-
tant regulators of cell behavior, involves the interactions of
a large number of components, and can thus be seen as an
intermolecular interaction network. It has been demon-
strated experimentally that 36 proteins and the ribosomes
are sufficient to carry out protein translation.1 These mini-
mal protein components include the ribosomal proteins, ini-
tiation, elongation, and release factors, aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetases, and enzymes involved in energy regeneration.
While the genome of Escherichia coli contains more than
4000 genes,2 constituting a very large interaction network,3

the number of protein components constituting the protein
synthesis system corresponds to only 2.1% of the genes en-
coded in the genome. Thus, only small subsets of the pro-
tein components are required for protein synthesis. On the
other hand, a number of previous studies, including protein–
protein interaction (PPI) network analysis in E. coli,3 indi-
cated that protein components constituting the minimal pro-
tein synthesis system interact with a large number of other
proteins. To gain a deeper understanding of the protein
translation system, it is important to identify not only the
proteins that interact physically but also those that interact
functionally, i.e., those that affect the activity of the transla-
tion machinery. While there have been many studies to
characterize the properties of such individual proteins in
detail, there have been no previous attempts to search for
such proteins in the entire genome. Hence, it is not clear
what fraction of gene products of E. coli are linked func-
tionally with the minimal protein synthesis system.

Methods

In the present study, we performed an experimental search
for open reading frame (ORF) products of the E. coli
genome that affect the activity of the translation system. The
PURE system is an E. coli-based protein synthesis system
composed of the minimal protein components1. As this is a
reconstituted system comprised of defined components, it
differs from other conventional cell extract-based in vitro
translation systems, which contain a number of unidentified
components. We measured the effects of 4194 individual
ORF products on the green fluorescent protein (GFP) syn-
thesis reaction using the PURE system.

Results

By measuring the effects of individual ORF products on
the GFP synthesis reaction using the PURE system, we
demonstrated that at least 12% of the 4194 ORF products
of E. coli can affect the activity of the system (Fig. 1).4 We
designated these as functional modifiers of the protein syn-
thesis reaction composed of minimal protein components.

We found 10 ORF products that completely suppressed
the GFP synthesis reaction, in addition to many that de-
creased the efficiency to a lesser extent. These genes in-
cluded those encoding the transcriptional repressor LacI
(GFP DNA construct used contained the lacO region), tox-
ins (ChpA, ChpB, RelE, and YoeB) known to exhibit ribo-
some-dependent nuclease activity, and the nuclease Rnt.
Thus, our data were consistent with previous observations.
On the other hand, functionally uncharacterized proteins
were also found to be lethal for the reaction. To verify that
the beneficial components are effective when added to the
reaction as purified proteins, six proteins were overex-
pressed and purified from E. coli. While the optimum con-
centration for each protein differed, addition of six purified
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Fig. 1. The effect of E. coli ORF products on the GFP synthesis reaction
Vertical axis shows the GFP fluorescence intensity obtained after 3 h in the
presence of each ORF products during the GFP synthesis reaction. Num-
bers on the horizontal axis indicate the ranking of each ORF gene assigned
according to its fluorescence intensity among the 4194 ORFs and 62 inde-
pendent measurements of the ybaW gene. Number 1 is the ORF that gave
the lowest value.



proteins resulted in an increase in the fluorescence intensity.
Furthermore, when all six proteins (HrpA, Orn, PhnH,
SlyD, Tig, and TrxC) were added at the optimum concentra-
tions, the fluorescence intensity increased by 2.44-fold.

The PPI network shows the physical interactions between
the proteins, and such networks from various organisms
have been investigated; the results of these studies have in-
dicated that proteins are highly connected with each other.
As the protein translation system is embedded in such a
large interaction network, we were also interested in the
topological relationships between the minimal components
and those that are functionally linked with them in the PPI
network of E. coli, which may provide insight into the topo-
logical structure and evolution of the protein synthesis sys-
tem. We thus mapped each of the components involved in
the protein synthesis reaction on the PPI network of E.
coli.3 Network analyses indicated that functional modifiers
seem to be spread across the PPI network rather than clus-
tering close to the minimal protein components.4 A possible
interpretation of this observation in relation to the evolu-
tionary process of the protein synthesis system is that the
system may have evolved by first establishing a system with
minimal components, and then adding components further
outside rather than integrating them into the network com-
posed of the minimal components.

Conclusion

The protein translation reaction, one of the most impor-
tant regulators of cell behavior, can be operated by 91 pro-
tein components (55 ribosomal proteins�36 factors), repre-
senting only 2.1% of the entire complement of ORFs in E.
coli. Through comprehensive analysis, we showed experi-
mentally that at least 12% of the E. coli genes affected the
activity of the minimal protein synthesis system. The com-
prehensive data obtained in this study will be useful in fu-
ture studies on individual proteins as well as functional ge-
nomics and systems biology. While we are still at the start-
ing point of investigating the precise roles of the modifier
proteins on the reaction, combining the experimental data
with the PPI network may provide insight into how these
proteins interact with the translation machinery. Moreover,
our data may be useful not only for technologies utilizing in
vitro translation systems, but also for designing in vitro
translation systems with significantly improved perform-
ance than those available at present and also and for protein
production in vivo, such as by coexpressing beneficial com-
ponents together with a protein of interest.
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